Category

Age

NEW for 2021! The Omineca Outsider Open Happy Faces Races

Bunnies

7 & under

Cottontails

8-12years

Rabbits

13-18

Jackalopes

18-29

Hares

30-49

Gray Hares

50 & over

(pronounced “OOO-FER”) . This is a laid back self-timed, socially distanced
challenge series where you challenge yourself to improve skiing ability & fitness level over the ski season.
3 signed routes : 1.8km, 5km or 10km (maps are available in the wax cabin).
Ski a route & submit your time before February 1, then ski the same route
(using the same technique—skate or classic) before April 1 and submit your
time. Remember the winner is based on your % improvement—not your time
vs. other skiers. Below are some other categories to try!

Bonus Categories

Description

OOOFHR Champion

The participant with the greatest overall time improvement no matter which course they complete.

OOOFHR Hat Trick

Time and complete a continuous ski of all three courses: 1.8 km, 5 km, and 10 km (in any order as long as
all 3 are completed). Water and refueling stops are permitted, but once you take your skis off your race
is over
Time and complete as many non-stop loops of the 1.8 km course. The most non-stop loops takes the
prize. Water and refueling stops are permitted if you’re going the distance, but once you take your skis
off, your race is over.
Complete 50.4 kms which is three OOOFHR hat tricks in one attempt. Water and refueling stops are permitted if you’re going the distance, but once you take your skis off your race is over.

OOOFHR Doughnut

OOOFHR Grind-a-thon
OOOFHR Amulet

OOOFHR Challenger

Find a sword somewhere on the 1.8 and 5 km courses. Let Jay know where you found it to gain a point
towards the OOOFHR Challenger title. These lucky charms will be moved every month to ensure that you
can keep earning points.
The participant with the most entries will be crowned the OOOFHR Challenger. In the event that there is
a tie, the one with the greatest improvement will be given the title of the OOOFHR Challenger.

OOOFHR Elevation

Start at the wax cabin and climb to the top of Spud Mountain
**wait for grooming report to indicate trail to towers is open. **

OOOFHR Canine

The pooch that completes the most laps of the dog-trails over the season (Jan 1, 2021 to March 1st 2021)
will take this category. The dog and their skier must complete the small loop (Taffy’s) and the large loop
in one outing. No timing is needed for this category, just spending time with your four legged best friend
while out on the dog trails and logging your laps.

QUESTIONS? Or Submit your entry: Contact Jay Finstad jayfin@yahoo.ca or 250-691-1177
Note: Trails may or may not be groomed: refer to the grooming report for the most recent updates.
To sign up for grooming reports: visit www.ominecaskiclub.ca and fill in your email address at the bottom of
the page – where it says ‘Sign up for Grooming Reports’.
FAQ: you may put in an entry for the same route using different technique (Ex. 5km skate, 5km classic)

Enjoy the great skiing!!

